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Abstract:
Bulk commercially pure titanium was prepared by powder metallurgy, namely
by cryogenic milling and spark plasma sintering, with aim to produce ultra-fine
grained material with enhanced strength. The microstructure of milled powders
was investigated in detail by a novel method called transmission EBSD, which
allowed the first direct observation of texture within the powder particles. This
texture is similar to rolling texture, because of the similar nature of the defor-
mation during milling. Microstructure observations revealed grains with the size
under 100 nm.

The influence of sintering parameters on material properties were studied by scan-
ning electron microscopy including EBSD, X-ray diffraction and by microhardness
measurements.

The trade-off relationship between porosity and grain size was identified, fully
dense material with ultra-fine grained microstructure could not be produced.
Increased oxygen content was identified as a main strengthening factor, while
porosity has significant deteriorating effect on mechanical properties. The texture
of powder was retained in the bulk material.

The possibility of stabilizing the microstructure by mechanical alloying of Ti with
yttrium oxide nanoparticles was investigated with mixed results. The stabilization
was successful, but several issues with the material preparation emerged, which
must be further optimized.
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Introduction
Titanium was discovered independently by William Gregor [1, 2] and Martin
Heinrich Klaproth [3]. Approximately at the same time, in the era of rapid deve-
lopment of chemistry, the other two light metals now used for structural applica-
tions were discovered and isolated—magnesium (isolated in 1808) and aluminium
(isolated in 1825)—by Sir Humphry Davy [4]. In contrast, titanium was not iso-
lated as a metal until 1910, which slowed down the research and development
process.

The use of titanium and its alloys on industrial scale started with the Cold
War, when materials for aerospace applications were required to sustain enhanced
mechanical load and harsher environment with its density reduced at the same
time. Two phase alpha + beta alloys (such as Ti-6Al-4V in the former Soviet
Union, being the most used titanium alloy up to now) were developed to fur-
ther increase the material strength. For example, the famous Lockheed SR-71
“Blackbird” aircraft consisted of 85 % titanium.

Beside of aerospace industry, titanium is successfully used as a material for
biomedical implants and surgical tools because of its high corrosion resistance
and non-toxicity to living tissue. New classes of alloys are being developed speci-
fically for these applications. Other applications include for example heavy-duty
components for chemical industry, lightweight sporting equipment and jewelry.

Since titanium and its alloys are generally difficult to cast and machine, pow-
der metallurgy can be a viable alternative of a conventional production. The
aim of this thesis is to investigate the material during modification of powder
microstructure by cryogenic attritor milling and consolidation of the modified
powder by spark plasma sintering—a new and fast sintering method.
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1. Theoretical background

1.1 Titanium
Titanium is a metallic element with atomic number of 22 and typical oxidation
state of +IV. It is a light grey to silvery metal with a density of 4500 kg/m3

and high specific strength of approx. 80 kN m/kg. In its pure form, it is highly
reactive, but a thin passivation layer of TiO2 is formed almost immediately, being
the reason for its exceptional corrosion resistance.

As an element contained in the Earth crust, titanium is relatively abundant
with a concentration of 0.57 wt.% [5]. Unfortunately, it does not occur in a pure
form, but in minerals like rutile (TiO2) or ilmenite (FeTiO3), the latter being the
most important titanium ore. The high market price of titanium is caused mainly
by complex and demanding processing of Ti ore to pure metal.

1.1.1 Production
Presently the most used method for titanium production is so-called Kroll process,
a batch production method invented in 1940 [6]. It is a two-step process, starting
with carbonization and chlorination of titanium ore:

TiO2 + C + 2 Cl2 −−→ TiCl4 + CO2

with titanium tetrachloride as an intermediate product, which is subsequently
reduced by magnesium in an inert atmosphere:

TiCl4 + 2 Mg −−→ Ti + 2 MgCl2
The resulting material has a porous form, usually called “titanium sponge”.

Further processing includes pressing and remelting under vacuum, finally result-
ing in a fully dense material.

In 2000, an alternative method called FFC Cambridge was suggested [7]. The
operating principle is a direct electrochemical reduction of TiO2 in molten CaCl2
as an electrolyte. The process should be less energy-demanding, allowing con-
tinuous production and also applicable to other metals [8]. It is currently being
developed under the Metalysis company in a semi-industrial scale.

1.1.2 Material properties
Pure titanium is an allotropic material, which has hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
structure denoted as α-Ti at temperatures up to 882 ◦C (so-called β-transus).
Above this temperature, the structure is body-centered cubic (bcc)—denoted as
β-Ti. Unit cells are schematically shown in the Fig. 1.1. Melting point of pure Ti
is 1670 ◦C.

In hexagonal metals, the c/a ratio of lattice parameters is important and has
implications for mechanical properties. In the case of α-Ti, c/a = 1.586, which is
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(a) hcp α phase (b) bcc β phase

Figure 1.1: Unit cells of titanium [9]

2.9 % less than the ideal hcp ratio of 1.633. The primary slip direction is a close-
packed ⟨112̄0⟩ direction. The possible slip systems are three prismatic {101̄0}
systems, three basal (0001) systems and six pyramidal {101̄1} systems (shown in
the Fig. 1.2). However, among them only 4 are independent. According to the von
Mises criterion, 5 independent slip systems are needed to accommodate arbitrary
plastic deformation in polycrystal. Therefore another deformation mechanism is
needed, especially for deformations along c-axis, such as ⟨112̄3⟩{112̄2} c + a slip
(experimentally observed, but uncommon) [9].

Each slip system has a certain value of minimum stress required for its activa-
tion called critical resolved shear stress, CRSS. However, the response of a single
grain to external stress σ is given not only by its CRSS, but also by its orienta-
tion with respect to the stress. For example, the basal slip cannot be activated

Figure 1.2: Slip planes and directions in α-Ti [9]
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by uniaxial deformation along the c-axis. The resolved shear stress (RSS, τ) for
the activation of a certain slip system is then given by the Schmid law:

τ = σ cos(θ) cos(λ) = σm, (1.1)

where θ is an angle between a slip plane normal and a stress direction and λ is
an angle between the stress and slip direction. The product of cosines is a purely
geometrical factor and is usually denoted m or SF and called Schmid factor. The
higher the Schmid factor is, the better the orientation of the grain is with respect
to the applied stress (i.e. the deformation is easier).

The ratio of CRSS for prismatic and basal slip is approximately 1:2 with
pyramidal c + a slip being much higher—no such deformation was observed in
[10].

As an alternative deformation mechanism, twinning is also important, espe-
cially at low temperatures for strain in c direction. {101̄2} and {112̄1} twins are
activated for c-axis extension, {112̄2} twins for compression. The twinning can
be suppressed by increasing concentration of solute atoms in α-Ti, such as oxygen
or aluminium.

As a result of activation of specific slip systems, texture can evolve in Ti after
thermomechanical processing or deformation. Typical texture observed after cold
rolling is shown the Fig. 1.3. The characteristic split of (0001) poles by 20–40◦

from normal towards transversal direction is observed, with {101̄0} pole facing
the rolling direction. Similar texture is also observed for different materials with
c/a ratio < 1.633, such as Hf or Zr [11].

Figure 1.3: Illustration of pole figures of typical cold rolling texture of materials with
c/a < 1.633 (Ti, Hf, Zr)

Alloying with other elements is widely used to alter the phase composition of
Ti alloys. The elements can be generally divided into three groups according to
their stabilization effect [9]:

a) α-stabilizing—typically C, N, O and Al

b) β-stabilizing—V, Mo, Nb, Fe, Mn, Cr and others

c) neutral—Zr, Sn, Hf; their effect on β-transus temperature is only weak
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Figure 1.4: Examples of binary phase diagrams with different alloying elements [9]

Illustrative binary phase diagrams with different element groups are shown in
the Fig. 1.4.

Next to stable phases, metastable phases can occur at specific alloys and
conditions. Namely ω phase in some β-stabilized alloys and martensitic α’ and α”,
typically as a result of quenching or deformation [9].

1.1.3 Commercially pure titanium
Titanium with small, but not negligible amount of impurities, is usually denoted
as commercially pure titanium (CP Ti). The maximum amount of selected el-
ements is given by a technical standard, which also specifies basic mechanical
properties. Four grades are commonly used in industry, as shown in Table 1.1.

As can be easily seen, the content of impurities strongly affects mechanical
properties, especially in the case of N and O. If their concentration is too high,
the material becomes brittle. Due to this, all titanium processing at elevated
temperatures must be either done under inert atmosphere (typically pure Ar), or
under vacuum. Iron has only limited solubility in α-Ti resulting in its segregation
at grain boundaries and formation of small Fe-stabilized β-Ti grains [12, 13].

Table 1.1: Overview of different commercially pure titanium grades according to the
ASTM [12]. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and yield strength (YS) shows basic me-
chanical properties.

Grade C Fe H N O UTS YS
( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) (MPa) (MPa)

1 0.1 0.2 0.015 0.03 0.18 240 170–310
2 0.1 0.3 0.015 0.03 0.25 345 275–450
3 0.1 0.3 0.015 0.05 0.35 440 380–550
4 0.1 0.5 0.015 0.05 0.40 550 480–655
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1.2 Recovery and recrystallization
Several processes are important for the microstructure development of the de-
formed material. These processes are observed predominantly in deformed ma-
terials, since their major driving force is the reduction of energy stored during
the material processing in the form of defects, such as vacancies, interstitials,
dislocations and grain boundaries. These microstructural changes are usually ac-
companied by softening of material and increase of its ductility, which can be
done intentionally as a last step of a thermomechanical processing. Homological
temperature TH is defined as a relative temperature with respect to the material
melting point.

1.2.1 Recovery
Recovery is the first process, occurring from TH ≈ 0.3. At this stage, point defects
are annealed out by recombination of vacancies and interstitials or by annihilation
of vacancies in traps (e.g. dislocations, grain boundaries).

At slightly higher temperatures, line defects are also reducing their energy by
annihilation of dislocations with opposite sign (with an assistance of cross-slip and
climb). The dislocations may also form stable structures, such as dislocation walls.
The final microstructure can evolve to the structure consisting of undeformed
polygonal subgrains divided by a network of low angle grain boundaries (LAGB).
This process is called polygonization.

The high angle grain boundaries (HAGB, with misorientation > 15◦) remain
immobile during the recovery.

1.2.2 Recrystallization
Recrystallization (RX) can occur in a broad range of temperatures, starting from
TH ≈ 0.4 for pure metals up to 0.8 for alloys. Recrystallization is a process of
replacement of the heavily deformed grains by new undeformed grains. These
new grains are usually formed by nucleation and growth in regions with high
deformation (grain boundaries and triple points, regions with high dislocation
density or certain subgrains). Several types of recrystallization are distinguished,
with slightly different kinetics:

Static recrystallization (SRX) occurs discontinuously without simultaneous
deformation during annealing. The grains nucleate independently and con-
tinue to grow by grain boundary migration until mutual contact and until
the recrystallized microstructure replace the original deformed microstruc-
ture. SRX is sensitive to temperature.

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) occurs continuously during deformation
at places with high defect density. The new grain, which nucleated here,
then grows into the deformed material. The rate of DRX is sensitive to the
deformation rate.
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Continuous SRX is a mechanism, suggesting that may occur without nucle-
ation of new, randomly oriented grains, during static recrystallization (i.e.
without simultaneous deformation) [14]. It is observed mainly in the refined
grain structures. The material can recrystallize by grain boundary migra-
tion of pre-existent HAGB. This is usually manifested by sharpening of the
texture observed in the deformed material.

1.2.3 Grain growth
The boundary between recrystallization and grain growth is not very well defined.
Grain growth usually accompanies the recrystallization and continue even after
it is finished. The driving force for the grain growth is the reduction of energy
stored in grain boundaries. The grain growth occurs even in the fully recrystallized
materials and is temperature dependent according to the equation [15]

d2 − d2
0 = k0t exp

(
− Q

RT

)
, (1.2)

where d and d0 are final and initial grain size, respectively, k0 is material constant,
t annealing time and Q activation energy of the process, T is thermodynamical
temperature and R the universal gas constant.

1.3 Ultra-fine grained materials
The strengthening of materials with small grain size was described by Hall and
Petch in the 1950s [16, 17]:

σYS = σ0 + k√
d

. (1.3)

Here σYS is yield strength, σ0 friction stress of dislocation movement in the
material, k material constant and d the mean grain size. The model assumes that
grain boundaries are impenetrable obstacles for the slip of dislocations, which are
therefore stopped in their movement and form so-called dislocation pile-ups near
grain boundaries. Even when immobile, pile-ups can affect neighboring grains by
their stress field, which can activate slip of dislocations in the adjacent grain.
The stress field is proportional to the number of dislocation in the pile-up, and
indirectly, to the grain size (i.e. large pile-ups cannot be formed in small grains).

Materials with grain size under 1 µm are called ultra-fine grained (UFG), if
the grain size is under 100 nm, they are referred to as nanocrystalline. UFG
microstructure in not only beneficial for material strengthening, but is also crucial
for possible superplastic behavior.

The preparation of UFG structure is based on the imposition of heavy defor-
mation to the material, which leads to an increased dislocation density, the for-
mation of dislocation cells and subgrains and finally the creation of small grains
divided by high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB). This is traditionally achieved
by thermomechanical processing, e.g. rolling or extrusion. However, the shape of
the workpiece is modified by these processes, which limits the repeatability of the
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process. More recently, new methods called severe plastic deformation has been
studied [18], whose main benefit is the preserving the macroscopic shape of the
workpiece. This allows repetition of the process, which leads to more intensive
deformation resulting in smaller grains. Among these methods, high pressure tor-
sion (HPT), equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) or accumulative roll bonding
(ARB) [19] are most widely studied.

However, since grain boundaries are non-equilibrium structures, there is a
problem with limited thermodynamic stability of UFG materials at elevated tem-
peratures, when recrystallization and grain growth occurs. In the case of Ti, such
behavior was observed for temperatures approx. 500 ◦C [20]. As a consequence,
additional stabilization is needed to preserve the UFG structure at higher tem-
peratures.

1.3.1 Nanocomposites
Two-phase materials in which the externally introduced secondary phase (rein-
forcement) has one of the dimensions smaller than 100 nm are called nanocom-
posites. The reinforcements can act as load-bearing struts if fibers or whiskers
are used, or as obstacles for a dislocation movement (Orowan strengthening), if
particle disperoids are used [21]. Nanocomposites exhibit enhanced strength at
high temperatures. The disperoids can also act as obstacles for grain boundary
movement (Zener pinning), effectively suppressing grain growth and stabilizing
the grain size [22]. Ceramic particles are commonly used as a second phase.

Nanocomposites can be produced in-situ from precursors, e.g. Ti/TiB metal-
matrix composite by reaction of Ti and TiB2 powders during sintering [23], or
by mechanical alloying, i.e. by mechanical blending and milling of metal and
reinforcement powder, typically refractory oxides, such as Al2O3, Y2O3 or ThO2
[24, 25].

1.4 Powder metallurgy
Powder metallurgy represents an alternative approach to metal parts production.
Unlike traditional approach, which relies on machining, forging or casting of bulk
materials, such as ingots and sheets, powder metallurgy aims on building parts
from metal particles. This allows the production of alloys, which would be diffi-
cult or impossible to prepare by conventional methods, for example parts from
materials with high melting point (e.g. tungsten carbide) or immiscible materi-
als (mechanical alloying). One of the goals of powder metallurgy is the near-net
shape processing, i.e. the production of parts with minimal waste directly in their
final shape and reduction of subsequent treatment or machining (for example by
additive manufacturing methods).

The selection of suitable method of powder production determines its prop-
erties, such as particle size, morphology, composition, microstructure, flowability
etc., which needs to be chosen with respect to the desired application. As an
optional step, further processing is possible, e.g. via mechanical milling/alloying,
to alter these properties.
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An important step of powder metallurgy is the consolidation method for pro-
duction of bulk material. This process usually determines the properties of the
final product, such as the residual porosity and stresses or the microstructure.
Various powder metallurgy methods are known—from purely mechanical consol-
idation (e.g. powder forging or pressing), via sintering at elevated temperatures,
but below the material melting point (hot isostatic pressing, spark plasma sin-
tering, selective laser sintering) to methods including selective melting of finely
layered powders (additive manufacturing methods, such as selective laser melting
or electron beam melting).

The terms particle, grain and crystallite are being used in the text. Since their
meaning is sometimes confused, even in the literature, their definitions follows,
as understood in this thesis:

Particle — a solid piece of a material forming powder consisting of one or
more grains.

Grain — single-crystalline region in a material, divided from other grains by
grain boundaries; its size is determined by microscopical methods.

Crystallite — coherently diffracting domain in a material. It can coincide
with a grain or be its subregion; its size is usually determined by X-ray diffraction.

1.4.1 Mechanical milling and alloying
Mechanical milling was used since ancient times to reduce particle size (e.g. in the
case of flour, more recently for crushing of gravel or ores). Such procedure can be
also used for metals, with metal-specific issues related to the material ductility.
Following processes take place during milling [26]:

Cold-welding results in joining of particles and formation of bigger agglomer-
ates. It heavily depends on material ductility and surface condition (oxidation,
cleanness) and the use of process control agent (PCA), which can alter surface
properties.

Fragmentation is a competing process, resulting in the reduction of the particle
size. This can occur if the material is naturally brittle or as a result of work
hardening. [26].

Plastic deformation occurs in the milled material simultaneously with cold-
welding and fragmentation. Dislocation density increases and the grain size can
be also reduced.

In fact, milling can be viewed as a specific SPD method, acting on the in-
dividual powder particles instead of bulk material. Several stages of milling are
observed with increasing time [26]. In the beginning, the material is ductile and
cold-welding with plastic deformation are prevailing processes, resulting in the in-
crease of particle size and broadening of size distribution. With increasing milling
time, work hardening reduces the ductility and particles are fragmented, until
equilibrium state between cold-welding and fragmentation is achieved, particles
are approximately equiaxed and their mean size is not changing. The rate of
cold-welding and fragmentation is material- and method-dependent.

As a milling medium, balls of different materials and sizes are used, stainless
steel being the most common. Several types of devices are commonly used:
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• vibrational mill—milling tank shaking at high frequency (∼ 1 kHz); suitable
for small amount of powder,

• planetary mill—milling tank rotating around its own axis, placed on a ro-
tating disc; milling is done by impacts between balls and tank walls,

• attritor—balls and powder mixture are propelled by rotating shaft with
external motor; smaller balls than in the former two types are used, milling
is preformed mainly by attrition forces between balls.

Cryogenic milling (milling at low temperature, liquid nitrogen (LN) or liquid
argon (LAr) with similar boiling temperature (−196 ◦C and −186 ◦C, respectively)
are usually used) is a special technique, originally developed for crushing of soft
and elastic materials (fibers, biological samples etc.). Later, it was found that
cryogenic milling can be also useful for preparing nanocrystalline materials in
significantly shorter time [27–29]. This is caused by the suppression of recovery
and dynamic recrystallization at low temperatures [26, 30].

Mechanical alloying is a method related to mechanical milling. It can be used
to produce alloys, which are difficult or impossible to prepare by conventional
methods, such as casting—e.g. supersaturated solid solutions, materials immisci-
ble in the molten state or materials with very different melting temperatures. An-
other possible application is a production of metal-matrix composites by milling
metallic powder with reinforcing phase and its incorporation into the matrix [25].

1.4.2 Spark plasma sintering
Spark plasma sintering (SPS), also called field-assisted sintering technology
(FAST), is an advanced method of powder compaction, being intensively studied
recently. It is a high-temperature pressure-assisted sintering technique, which
makes use of Joule heating generated by high electric current (in order of kA)
passing directly through the sintered sample and the die. The basic schema
of SPS apparatus is shown in the Fig. 1.5. Powder is enclosed in a cylindrical
graphite die and pressed in a punch with simultaneous heating. Cooling of the
sample is only passive—heating is turned off and electrodes are water cooled.
The whole process is done in vacuum or under inert atmosphere.

Compared to other sintering methods, such as hot pressing, hot isostatic press-
ing or quasi-isostatic forging, SPS provides shorter sintering times (typically min-
utes, while the other mentioned methods usually need hours) and very high heat-
ing rates (up to 1000 K/min) [31]. There is no universal agreement on exact
sintering mechanisms. It is claimed that Joule heating is stronger at necks, where
particles are touching, which facilitates the diffusion where needed most [31]. On
the other hand, according to the simulation [32] and experiment [33], heat transfer
by conduction is so fast in the typical scale of 100 µm particles, that overheating of
the necks is negligible. The possible effect of electromigration was also disproved
by direct observation [34] and by comparing of hot-pressed and SPSed samples
[33]. It is claimed that the main advantage of SPS over other techniques is its
ability of achieving high heating rates.
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Figure 1.5: A diagram of a SPS/FAST furnace [31]

Short process time of SPS is beneficial for sintering of thermally unstable ma-
terials, such as UFG materials, by reducing the time spent at high temperatures
and suppression of the grain growth. The investigation of the possibility of main-
taining the fine grained powder microstructure is one of the main aims of this
thesis.

According to [35], sintering of Ti starts at temperatures of approx. 480 ◦C,
independently of the pressure applied. the relative density > 99 % was achieved
at 730 ◦C under 100 MPa pressure. When sintering above β-transus, grain growth
is accelerated.

1.5 Literature review
The review of literature on cryogenic milling, consolidation of titanium powder by
various methods and Al2O3 and Y2O3 metal-matrix nanocomposites was carefully
performed, with main results summarized below:

Cryogenic milling was used to prepare a wide range of materials recently, e.g.
Al [36], Al-Mg [37, 38], Zn-Al [29], Fe-Al [39] and others. Cryomilled Al, Fe and
their alloys exhibit nanocrystalline microstructure in the powder form with grain
size comparable to the minimum grain size achievable by mechanical milling.
Since subsequent steps (consolidation, heat treatment) have critical influence on
final microstructure, further exploration is needed [40].

Cryogenic milling of titanium was also investigated. The evolution of particle
size and shape was observed during milling [41]—a cold-welding was a dominant
mechanism in the beginning, while the fragmentation prevailed in the late stage
of milling, resulting in the formation of equiaxed particles. This confirms general
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description by [26]. The influence of processing parameters, such as speed, PCA
and ball materials on particles were studied in [42, 43]. Usage of PCA to suppress
cold-welding was found to be crucial for material yield. Liquid nitrogen is unusable
as a cooling liquid for Ti, because of high nitrogen pick-up during milling and
resulting brittleness of material. This confirmed earlier results obtained in [44].
All authors pointed out the problem of contamination by milling tank, balls and
cooling liquid.

The microstructure of powder was observed by transmission electron mi-
croscopy. Typical grain size after milling was ∼ 20 nm [44, 45]. The subsequent
1 h isothermal annealing showed differences between powders cryomilled in LN
and LAr. While LAr sample showed monotonic grain growth, significant for an-
nealing temperatures above 600 ◦C (grain sizes up to several microns), the LN
sample exhibited only slow grain growth up to 400 ◦C. The grain size decreased
to as-milled level after annealing at higher temperatures [44, 45]. This was at-
tributed to recrystallization taking place at regions reordered by high nitrogen
content [45].

Cryomilled Ti powder was consolidated using various techniques. Quasi-
isostatic forging failed on the LN milled material due to its brittleness, while
the sample milled in LAr was consolidated successfully [44], but with grain size
not in submicron region. Bimodal microstructure prepared by mixing of milled
and unmilled powders was found to have a good combination of strength and
ductility [44, 46]. Spark plasma sintering was also employed for consolidation of
titanium. Temperatures of 750 ◦C or more and slow heating rates 50–100 K/min
were used to produce materials with > 98 % relative density and coarse grains
up to several microns [47].

To our knowledge, no texture investigations were performed neither in powder,
nor in bulk material. Detailed properties of microstructure, such as character of
grain boundaries (high- or low-angle grain boundaries) were also not reported.

The influence of Al2O3 and Y2O3 nanoparticles on ball milled Al alloy particle
size and morphology and crystallite size was investigated in [22]. Enhanced re-
duction of crystallite size was observed. These powders were successfully sintered
to produce UFG bulk materials [48].

The Ti/Y2O3 nanocomposite was prepared by arc melting and mechanical
properties were measured for different compositions and thermomechanical treat-
ments [49]. Introduction of TiN nanoparticles led to an increase in hardness and
partial grain growth suppression [50]. On the other hand, it was accompanied by
high oxygen content and possible dissolution of nitrogen from TiN, providing am-
biguous results. Ti/Al2O3 was successfully consolidated by HPT method. Unusual
increase in hardness was observed after annealing. This was attributed to dissolu-
tion of alumina particles in titanium and the formation of Ti(Al,O) solid solution
and Ti3Al intermetallic at the interface. The matrix-reinforcement interface of in-
situ prepared Ti/Y2O3 nanocomposite was investigated in [51], showing clean and
well bonded interface with no particle dissolution. Y2O3 was also chosen as the
most suitable material for molten Ti crucible thanks to its high thermodynami-
cal stability and relatively low Y and O pickup even at temperatures exceeding
1500 ◦C [52].
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2. Aims of the thesis
Commercially pure titanium (and unalloyed metals in general) provide a challenge
in the terms of UFG materials preparation, because of their limited thermal sta-
bility. Titanium is an important industrial material. As a consequence, a suitable
powder metallurgy way for its production could open new possibilities.

The goal of this work is to investigate the novel possibilities for preparation
of UFG commercially pure titanium using cryogenic milling and spark plasma
sintering.

The thesis will focus mainly on following aspects:

• preparation of powders by cryogenic attritor milling and their investigation
in an as-milled condition with a special attention to the microstructure
characterization obtained by a transmission EBSD,

• sintering of selected powders and investigating the effect of various sintering
conditions on the microstructure and mechanical properties (measured by
microhardness mapping),

• optimization of milling and sintering process,

• investigation of the powder microstructure stabilization by mechanical al-
loying of titanium with Y2O3 nanoparticles.
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3. Experimental methods

3.1 Material preparation
The initial material, Ti Grade 2 powder, was supplied by TLS Technik GmbH &
Co. Spezialpulver, Germany. Powder was produced by electrode induction-melting
gas atomization (EIGA) method, particles are spherical with occasional smaller
satellites with diameter ranging from 20 to 60 µm. Chemical composition of the
powder is given in the Table 3.1

Table 3.1: Chemical composition according to the datasheet shipped with the powder

C Fe H N O
( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%)

Ti Grade 2 0.006 0.08 0.001 0.004 0.14

Commercially pure Ti was chosen as a cheap model system for studying of
milling and sintering properties, uninfluenced by additional phase transformation
mechanisms occurring in Ti alloys.

3.1.1 Cryogenic attritor milling
Milling was performed in Union Process 01-HD attritor type device, equipped
with cryogenic cooling system. Cooling was provided by liquid argon (LAr) poured
directly into the milling tank by automatic temperature control system (“wet
milling”). Stainless steel shaft and milling tank of 1400 cm3 in volume were used.

The milling parameters employed are summarized in the Table 3.2. The first
group of samples was prepared for investigations of the microstructure, the second
group for determining the effect of Y2O3 nanoparticles (30–50 nm) addition. The
first sample in this group—SS-4-0Y (without yttrium oxide)—was prepared as a
reference to SS-4-1Y.

Ball-to-powder ratio (BPR, the ratio of ball and powder weight) is one of the
parameters characterizing the milling intensity. Higher BPR should theoretically
lead to more intensive milling, deformation and grain refinement. Two types of
grinding balls of 6.35 mm in diameter were used—stainless steel (SS) and tungsten
carbide (WC). Since WC has approx. a double of the density of SS (15.6 g/cm3 vs.
7.8 g/cm3, respectively), the BPR is doubled, while volumetric amount of balls is
kept constant. The speed must have been slightly reduced for milling with WC
balls to avoid excessive vibrations. Moreover, the cooling liquid consumption was
higher, which reduced the milling time available when the WC balls were used

Stearic acid (SA) was used as a process control agent to avoid cold-welding
and heavy material losses. Since we encountered these problems in early attempts,
the amount of SA needed was overestimated (8 wt.%); it was found later that
significantly lower amount of SA (0.5 wt.%) is also efficient.
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Table 3.2: Milling conditions for individual powder samples

Sample Ball BPR Speed Time SA Y2O3
material (rpm) (h) ( wt.%) ( wt.%)

GA Initial / gas-atomized
SS-4 SS 16:1 700 4 8 —
SS-8 SS 16:1 700 8 8 —

WC-3 WC 32:1 650 3.25 8 —

SS-4-0Y SS 16:1 700 4 0.5 0
SS-4-1Y SS 16:1 700 4 0.5 1

Powders were cleaned prior to SPS to remove the excessive amount of SA
and to reduce the contamination. The cleaning was done by repeated washing in
acetone and ethanol in ultrasonic bath followed by filtering using filtration paper.
Powders from the second group were not cleaned, since the amount of SA used
was significantly reduced.

3.1.2 Spark plasma sintering
Sintering was done at two facilities:

1. at TU Bergakademie Freiberg in HPD 25 furnace manufactured by FCT
Systeme GmbH,

2. at Institute of Plasma Physics of Czech Academy of Sciences in SPS 10-4
furnace made by Thermal Technology LLC, USA.

All sintering experiments were performed in graphite die with approx. 10 g
of powder. Samples with diameter of 20 mm and approx. height of 6 mm were
produced.

The sintering programs as well as the time and temperatures used are de-
scribed and discussed in the beginning of respective parts (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

3.2 Experimental characterization

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy
In the past decades, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) became widespread
imaging and analytical method, routinely used throughout both academia and
industry.

Thermoemission sources emit electrons from heated W wire or LaB6 crystal,
while autoemission sources use electrons emitted by intensive electric field around
sharp tip of singlecrystalline W (known as field-emission gun, FEG). FEG sources
have better properties, such as energy spread, brightness and lifetime, but also
have higher requirements for vacuum and are much more expensive.

Electrons emitted from the gun are accelerated by high voltage (in conven-
tional SEMs usually 30 kV) and the beam is subsequently focused by a system
of electro-magnetic lenses on the specimen surface. The beam is deflected by a
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Figure 3.1: An approximate pear shape of interaction volume for specific signals in
SEM (not necessarily in scale) [Wikimedia Commons]

set of deflection coils to scan the specimen surface point-to-point in rectangular
array. Several signals are produced as a result of an interaction of the primary
beam with the specimen.

Secondary electrons (SE) are the most commonly used type of imaging. SE are
low energy electrons (< 50 eV) originally from the electron shell of specimen atoms
ejected by inelastic scattering of primary beam. Since they have low energy, they
are able to escape only from thin subsurface layer of the material (∼ 10 nm).
This signal is usually used for surface topography observations, because of its
sensitivity to surface orientation.

Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are elastically or near-elastically scattered
electrons of primary beam reflected back to the semiconductor detector placed
near the pole piece of the objective coil. Scattering is dependent on the mass of
scattering atom (heavy elements scatter more intensively), providing the chemi-
cal composition contrast. The scattering intensity is also dependent on crystallo-
graphic orientation of a specimen (electrons can penetrate deeper into the mate-
rial for certain orientations, resulting in lower detected intensity). This is usually
called channeling contrast and can be used for observations of grain structure in
polycrystalline materials. Typical interaction volume for BSE is a pear-shaped
region of approx. 100 nm in depth (depending on the beam energy used).

If the primary beam ejects an electron from the inner shell of a specimen
atom, the hole is immediately filled in by an electron from a higher shell. This is
accompanied by the reduction of its potential energy, which is emitted in the form
of X-ray radiation. The energy of the radiation is characteristic for each element,
because the energy difference between distinct shells are element-specific. The
X-ray spectra can be measured by so-called energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS or EDX) and used for chemical analysis (this is applicable only for heavier
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elements, i.e. for carbon and heavier). The interaction volume is larger than for
BSE signal, starting at hundreds of nm (depending, again, on the electron energy).

Besides these basic signals, several more advanced experimental methods em-
ploying other generated signals can be used for microstructure observations in
SEM.

Electron back-scattered diffraction

Usually abbreviated as EBSD is a diffraction technique for determining the crys-
tallographic orientation and phase identification, allowing mapping, texture anal-
ysis, grain boundary analysis etc.

The principle of EBSD is an elastic diffraction of non-elastically scattered
electrons. Electrons from the primary beam are scattered inelastically to random
directions. There are always some crystallographic planes complying with Bragg
condition for some electrons and therefore, two diffraction cones with a common
axis are formed for each plane system. The electrons, which were scattered, but
not diffracted are found between these cones. When projected at the detector
screen, the brighter region between the cones appears as a band, characteristic
for a certain plane system. The luminescent screen is being recorded by a CCD
camera and a pattern consisting of many overlapping bands is further processed.
The pattern indexing (assigning of Miller plane indices to bands) is based on
calculation of interplanar angles corresponding to interband angles, allowing to
determine the crystallographic orientation of individual points where the EBSD
map is acquired.

The strongest signal on the EBSD screen is achieved, when the sample is
tilted by 70◦ to the screen. However, this results in large and elongated interac-
tion volume, from which electrons can escape to the screen (Fig. 3.2a). Therefore,
the maximum resolution achievable in the lateral (perpendicular to the primary
beam) and longitudinal (approx. parallel to primary beam) is not the same. Typ-
ical values are several tens of nm, depending on material (e.g. 34.5 and 44.7 nm
for Cu at 10 kV in lateral and longitudinal directions, respectively [53]). This was
however measured on a sharp twin boundary in well-annealed material, while in
real and deformed material the resolution can be even lower.

Transmission EBSD / transmission Kikuchi diffraction

In 2012, Keller and Geiss suggested an alternative method for improving spatial
resolution of EBSD [55]. 1

Transmission EBSD eliminates the limiting factor of a large interaction vol-
ume (the beam leaves the sample before it can be significantly widened) and
allows the spatial resolution of 2.5 nm [56]. The energy distribution of transmit-
ted electrons is also narrower [55]. A thin specimen (transmittable for electrons
at SEM energies) is tilted by 20◦ from the screen in our setup (as shown in the

1Both names—transmission EBSD (tEBSD) and transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD)—
are used. The latter is being more promoted, since it is formally correct (compare with “trans-
mission . . . back-scattered”). However, the first name was used by the method inventors and is
also more graphic, despite being technically incorrect.
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(a) EBSD (b) tEBSD

Figure 3.2: Simulated electron trajectories in EBSD and tEBSD configurations at
20 keV. Red trajectories show back-scattered electrons, blue ones transmitted electrons
or those stopped within the material. Note the significantly different scale of the images.
[54]

Fig. 3.3). This can be done in a conventional SEM equipped with EBSD, with
usual TEM thin foil samples .

The simulated difference in interaction volumes is shown in the Fig. 3.2. Note
the extremely large difference in interaction volume for electrons (and thus the
resolution), which is even more pronounced for light elements. The data acquisi-
tion, processing and pattern indexing is the same as for conventional EBSD.

A rather complicated and time consuming specimen preparation is the only
drawback of this method (as for the TEM). On the other hand, advanced scanning
microscopes can be equipped with focused ion beam (FIB) and gas injection

Figure 3.3: The in-chamber view of tEBSD geometry inside Zeiss Auriga Compact
FIB-SEM
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system (GIS), which can be (and are) used for site-specific preparation of lamellae
suitable for tEBSD.

Focused ion beam (FIB) & Gas injection system (GIS)

FIB and GIS are complementary methods, used for micromachining in SEM. FIB
technique uses accelerated ions for small-scale milling, while GIS is a deposition
method used for micro- and nano-structure building.

FIB system is in fact similar to additional electron column, side-mounted to
the SEM chamber. Liquid metal ion sources uses usually pure Ga, which is melted
and placed into a contact with W needle. Molten Ga wets the W needle and flows
to its tip. Very sharp Taylor cone is formed at the end and Ga is ionized by intense
electric field. Similarly to electrons, Ga+ ions are accelerated and focused on the
specimen. Because of their higher atomic mass and therefore higher kinetic energy,
the impact causes sputtering of the material. Recently, plasma source FIBs, such
as Xe FIB, are being developed, providing higher milling rates at the expense of
precision and surface damage.

GIS usually works together with the FIB, when a gas precursor containing
Pt is injected into the SEM chamber near the specimen, Ga+ ions cause local
decomposition of the precursor and deposition of Pt onto the specimen surface.

In this work, FEI Quanta 200F (with FEG electron source and EDAX EDS
and EBSD detectors), and more advanced Zeiss Auriga Compact FIB-SEM (with
FEG electron source, FIB/GIS system and EDAX EDS and EBSD detectors)
were used. Acquisition parameters are described in detail in the Results section
for each measurement separately.

3.2.2 Carrier gas hot extraction
The carrier gas hot extraction (CGHE) method allows measuring of light ele-
ments (H, C, N, O, S) content and is routinely used for the chemical analysis of
steels [57]. The gases are released from the sample in a high temperature furnace
and chromatographically separated. The measurements were performed by our
colleagues at TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

For measurement of C and S content, purified oxygen is used as a carrier gas,
oxidizing the released C and S. After the separation, CO2 and SO2 are measured.
For measurement of H, N and O, helium is used as a carrier gas and the process
is carried out in a high purity graphite furnace. Nitrogen is released as N2, hy-
drogen as H2 and oxygen reacts with the crucible to CO. The gases are further
catalytically converted into H2O and CO2.

The gas products are detected by infrared absorption or thermal conductivity
methods, whose amount is subsequently determined from the time-dependent
signals of detectors (as in the classical gas chromatography).

3.2.3 X-ray diffraction
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) is based on a reflection of X-ray radiation from peri-
odically arranged atoms in crystal lattice. The incident beam of the wavelength λ
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Figure 3.4: The principle of XRD measurement [Wikimedia Commons]

interferes on the family of crystallographic planes with interplanar spacing d. The
constructive interference is observed, when the Bragg’s law is satisfied:

nλ = 2d sin θ, (3.1)
where n is an integer which denotes the order of diffraction and θ is the angle of
incident and reflected beam as shown in the Fig. 3.4.

The intensity vs. 2θ diffractogram shows peaks corresponding to various plane
systems. From their positions, d-spacing can be calculated and subsequently the
lattice parameters can be determined for the particular crystallographic structure.
The deviations of the peak intensity from isotropic material can be used for
texture measurement. The peak profile analysis can provide information about
the size of coherently diffracting domains (crystallite size).

3.2.4 Microhardness measurements
Microhardness measurement is an easy method, providing basic data about me-
chanical properties in short time. The method also allows mapping of mechanical
properties across the sample.

Vickers microhardness measurement is done by indentation of pyramid-shaped
diamond indenter with an angle of 136◦ between opposite faces. The experiment
geometry is shown in the Fig. 3.5.

From the indent diagonals (more specifically, from the average diagonal length
d) the indent area A can be calculated:

A = d2

2 sin(136◦/2) ≈ d2

1.8544 . (3.2)

Vickers hardness is then defined as

HV = F

A
≈ 1.8544F

d2 , (3.3)

where F is the weight applied (in kilograms). As a rule of thumb, material yield
strength σYS can be approximately calculated as σYS ≈ 3 · HV.

An automatic microhardness measurement device Qness 10A was used for the
experiments. The machine is equipped with evaluation software and mechanized
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Figure 3.5: Vickers hardness testing geometry and indent shape (d1 and d2 are indent
diagonals used for hardness measurement). [Wikimedia Commons]

cross table, allowing automatic microhardness mapping. HV0.5 method (the force
of 0.5 kgf applied) was used for microhardness evaluation.

3.3 Sample preparation

3.3.1 Powders
For general imaging, the powders were just dispersed onto a sticky conductive
tape and placed onto a stab. For cross-section investigations, particles were hot
mounted in an epoxy resin and polished using standard SiC paper grinding meth-
ods, followed by Vibromet vibratory polishing with 0.3 and 0.05 µm alumina sus-
pension and 0.05 µm colloidal silica.

Thin lamellae for tEBSD were prepared in two manners. The first lamella was
prepared by a cut from a specimen for cross-section investigations as shown in
the Fig. 3.6a. However, for detailed investigation of texture, other lamellae were
prepared with defined orientation with respect to the powder particle by cutting
from particles glued on a flat surface (as shown in the Fig. 3.6b).

All lamellae were cut by FIB operated at 30 kV and gradually thinned by
decreasing current from 7.5 nA to 50 pA. The final thickness is estimated to be
approx. 100 nm. The sufficient diffraction contrast was obtained, when the window
in the lamella started to be transmittable for electrons at 3 keV.

3.3.2 Sintered samples
Sintered samples were appropriately cut using Struers Accutom 50 precision saw
with SiC blade. The samples were then polished on standard SiC grinding papers
up to #2400 grit. Further polishing was done by Vibromet vibratory polishing
using 0.3 and 0.05 µm alumina suspension and 0.05 µm colloidal silica. Samples
prepared by this method were used for microhardness measurements. Because of
the presence of polishing artifacts on the surface, ion polishing was subsequently
employed using Leica EM RES102 machine to produce clean surface without
damage needed for SEM and EBSD observations.
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(a) The first lamella (in red), trenches are shown in orange

(b) The second two lamellae, cut perpendicularly to the particle plane

Figure 3.6: Lamellae prepared from powder particles. Note that the lamella shown in
a) does not have defined orientation, since the subsurface tilt of the particle is unknown.
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4. Results and discussion
This chapter is divided into three sections, each of which focusing on a separate
problem (powders, sintering, utilization of Y2O3) and each ended with a corre-
sponding discussion. Such layout was chosen to increase the thesis readability.

4.1 Powders prepared by cryogenic milling

4.1.1 Particle size and morphology
The SEM images of four different powders are shown in the Fig. 4.1—the as-
received gas atomized (GA) state and the three milled powders. The originally
spherical morphology of the gas atomized particles (Fig. 4.1a) was significantly
changed by cryogenic attritor milling. The as-milled particles have the shape of
thin discs or plates (Figs. 4.1b to 4.1d).

(a) as-received gas atomized (GA) (b) 4 h, 700 rpm, SS balls (SS-4)

(c) 8 h, 700 rpm, SS balls (SS-8) (d) 3.25 h, 650 rpm, WC balls (WC-3)

Figure 4.1: Top view of powder particles
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(a) as-received gas atomized (GA) (b) 4 h, 700 rpm, SS balls (SS-4)

(c) 8 h, 700 rpm, SS balls (SS-8) (d) 3.25 h, 650 rpm, WC balls (WC-3)

Figure 4.2: Cross-sectional views of powder particles

The cross-sections of particles were also examined (Fig. 4.2). No signs of cold-
welding, like layered structure within particles or inclusions observed in [43], were
found. Plastic deformation is the dominant process taking place during milling,
CP Ti retained its high ductility and toughness even at LAr temperatures. Frag-
mentation is only observed at prolonged time (8 h, sample SS-8—Fig. 4.1c) or
when WC balls are used (sample WC-3—Fig. 4.1d). It is assumed that after
4 h of milling (sample SS-4), individual particles are only deformed, changing its
morphology. No particle fragmentation was observed (Fig. 4.1b).

The size distribution was measured by image analysis of cross-sections of
several thousand particles. Minimum and maximum Feret diameter (also called
caliper diameter) and aspect ratio (ratio of max. and min. Feret diameter) of each
particle were measured. The size distribution characteristics—median, 10th and
90th percentile can be found in the Table 4.1.

The qualitative conclusions about the particle size and shape form SEM ob-
servations (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 were confirmed by the statistics. After 4 h of milling
(comparing GA vs. SS-4 powder), max. Feret diameter increases, while the min-
imum Feret diameter decreases. This indicates plastic deformation without frag-
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Table 4.1: Particle size and shape characteristics. The median d50, 10th and 90th

percentile d10 and d90 of Feret diameter and the median of aspect ratio a50 are given
for each sample.

Sample Max. Feret (µm) Min. Feret (µm) Aspect ratio
d10 d50 d90 d10 d50 d90 a50

GA 22 37 49 16 30 41 1.22
SS-4 31 74 150 8 19 74 3.47
SS-8 17 47 86 4 8 22 5.04

WC-3 13 38 81 3 7 17 5.60

mentation. Milling for longer times (SS-8) or employing heavy balls (WC-3) re-
sulted in fragmentation the reduction of the particle diameter (cf. SS-4 sample).
Samples SS-8 and WC-3 exhibit similar characteristics, the particles of WC-3
are slightly smaller and more elongated. However, it should be pointed out that
WC-3 milling duration was less than half of that of SS-8 and with slightly lower
speed. This indicates that heavy WC balls are significantly more effective for the
particle size reduction.

4.1.2 Microstructure
The detailed investigation of microstructure of milled powders was performed
to determine the grain size and the degree of refinement. The early attempts of
doing conventional EBSD on powder cross-section was unsuccessful because of
the large interaction volume compared to the investigated features (as explained
in the Section 3.3.1). The first lamella was cut from the SS-4 powder as shown
in the Fig. 3.6a). The resulting map is shown in the Fig. 4.3.

Several important conclusions can be made from the Fig. 4.3: the grain size
is definitely in the UFG region with the mean diameter of 50 nm (which may be
even slightly underestimated, as discussed later). The main texture components
are two distinct maxima in (0001) pole figure (Fig. 4.3b). These poles are tilted
approx. by 30◦ from the vertical (A1-A3) plane towards A2 direction (one to
the left, one to the right). This resembles the texture usually found after cold-
rolling of titanium (Fig. 1.3), where similar (0001) split is observed. Additionally,
the maxima are tilted towards positive A1 direction (upwards in the Fig. 4.3b),
causing that the observed and theoretical texture do not match perfectly. This is
caused by the uncontrolled orientation of lamella within the particle.

Some problems were encountered during tEBSD mapping—namely specimen
charging, which caused minor compression of the image in the A1 direction
(Fig. 4.3a). As a result, the grain size can be underestimated.

Therefore, some changes were made prior to preparing other lamellae:

1. Lamellae were cut with defined orientation with respect to the particle
(shown in the Fig. 3.6b), with particle disc normal pointing to the positive
y direction of the scan.
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(a) IPF map—SS-4 powder

(b) Texture PF—SS-4 powder

Figure 4.3: Transmission EBSD from the SS-4 powder particle. Scanned area
1.5 µm×1.5 µm, step size 5 nm. Well indexed points are shown only, HAGB are marked
with black lines. Axes A1 and A2 as shown in the Fig. 3.6a.

2. Larger area was scanned to provide statistically more significant data. Also,
for the sample WC-3, two windows (thinned areas) were made to observe
the possible difference between central and edge area of the particle.

3. Step size was increased to 15 nm to reduce specimen charging and the de-
formation of the image. Also, the mapped area was extended across the
window to allow manual correction of the drift.

The tEBSD maps of the SS-8 and WC-3 samples are shown in the Figs. 4.4
and 4.5.

It can be seen that the microstructure of the powder is very similar. There is
also no significant difference between central and edge area (Figs. 4.5b to 4.5c).
Two families of grains are observed—the small equiaxed grains with grain size
from 50–80 nm and larger elongated grains whose longer dimension exceed 1 µm
(this can be particularly seen in the edge area of sample WC-3 (Fig. 4.5c). These
large grains are probably deformed insufficiently to reach their minimum equi-
librium size (in contrast to the small equiaxed ones). Most of the grains are
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(a) Lamella of the SS-3 powder

(b) IPF map—SS-4 powder

(c) Texture PF—SS-8 powder

Figure 4.4: Transmission EBSD of the SS-8 powder particle. Scanned area 3.5 µm ×
4.3 µm (the image is cropped), step size 15 nm. Well indexed points are shown only,
HAGB are marked with black lines. The IPF map (b) overlaid over the SEM image (a).
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(a) Lamella of the WC-3 powder with denoted windows

(b) IPF map—WC-3 powder (center) (c) IPF map—WC-3 powder (edge)

(d) Texture PF—WC-3 powder (center) (e) Texture PF—WC-3 powder (edge)

Figure 4.5: Transmission EBSD of the WC-3 powder particle. Scanned area 4 µm ×
5.3 µm (the image is cropped), step size 13.2 nm. Well indexed points are shown only,
HAGB are marked with black lines. The IPF maps (b) and (c) are overlaid over the
SEM image (a).
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separated by HAGB. The grain size distribution is given in the Table 4.2. The
numerical average is more sensitive to the large number of smaller grains, while
aerial average favors grains, which occupy larger areas. The more homogeneous
the grain size distribution is, the closer the averages are (e.g. the distribution of
WC-3 center is more homogeneous than that of WC-3 edge).

Table 4.2: Grain size distribution parameters in powders. The values with * can be
underestimated because of the uncorrected beam drift during scanning.

Sample Grain size (nm)
number weighed area weighed

SS-4 50 ± 40* 120 ± 70*
SS-8 90 ± 50 160 ± 90

WC-3 center 80 ± 60 150 ± 70
WC-3 edge 80 ± 60 190 ± 150

In all of the three scanned windows, similar texture was found. The most
distinctive feature is probably the alignment of (0001) poles in a kind of “cone”
tilted approx. 30◦ from the A1 axis (which is parallel to a particle disc normal)
as seen in the Fig. 4.4c and Figs. 4.5d to 4.5e. This is consistent with the results
obtained from the previous lamella (note that the direct pole figure comparison is
not possible due to the different lamellae orientation). The texture also contains
other weaker components, since it was created as a result of large amount of ball
impacts which is inherently a random process. Moreover, the presumably stronger
texture in the Fig. 4.3b can be caused by smaller scanned area where the chance
of finding similarly oriented grains is greater.

4.1.3 Contamination
Contamination is an unavoidable problem in powder metallurgy, because of the
high surface area of particles. The problem is even worse in the case of milling,
because new fresh surfaces are formed and prone to adsorption and diffusion.

Figure 4.6: BSE image of a WC-3 Ti powder particle with small particles of WC
(denoted by arrows)
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EDS area scan was performed on particle cross-sections, to measure the con-
tent of heavier elements (Fe and others). Iron was found in concentrations of
approx. 0.40 wt.%, independently of powder batch. Balls and milling tank are
the main source of contamination by Fe. In the WC-3 batch, bright particles on
the particle surface were found (Fig. 4.6), which were later identified by EDS as
WC particles. These are fragments of tungsten carbide grinding balls, which be-
came brittle at cryogenic temperatures. The WC particles were broken by mutual
impacts of balls.

The content of light elements (H, N and O) was determined by CGHE before
and after SA removal by cleaning process (as described in the Section 3.1.1), in
the SS-8 sample, which was selected for subsequent sintering. The results are
summarized in the Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Contamination of SS-8 powder and its comparison with the as-received pow-
der. Values of C content were calculated (indicated by *), assuming that all additional
C comes from the SA (calculation based on the H content). The data were provided by
TU Bergakademie Freiberg, gas atomized powder according to the supplier.

O N H C
( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%) ( wt.%)

Gas atomized 0.140 0.004 0.001 0.006
SS-8 as-milled 1.485(35) 0.095(1) >1.015 >6.09 *
SS-8 as-cleaned 0.390(13) 0.003(1) 0.011(1) 0.072(6)*

Ti Grade 4 0.400 0.050 0.015 0.1

It was found earlier that H is present only when SA is added and can be
therefore used as an indication for determination of the remaining SA [43]. The
cleaning process was successful, dissolving the vast majority of the SA at the
particle surfaces (compare the as-milled and as-cleaned state). The amount of
O and H remained increased even after cleaning—these atoms diffused into the
matrix and cannot be therefore removed by the washing. Note also that the N
content remained the same as in the GA powder. This can be attributed to
the presence of SA layer at the surface of particles, acting as a barrier limiting
nitrogen diffusion. The standards for Ti Grade 2 are not met after milling and
cleaning due to the increased oxygen content. However, the content of impurities
is sufficiently low for complying with Ti Grade 4 standard.

4.1.4 Discussion
Powder particles were not significantly refined by cryogenic attritor milling. It was
reported earlier that titanium remains ductile even at cryogenic temperatures, if
the impurity level is kept low [58]. Significantly smaller or even submicrometer
particles were achieved only for contaminated powders [43, 59]. Signs of starting
fragmentation were observed in SS-8 and WC-3 samples, when the work harden-
ing is sufficient. This evolution is also consistent with [26], if cold-welding is not
present. If the milling time was prolonged, it would probably lead to the forma-
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tion of smaller equiaxed particles. However, such reduction of particle size is not
necessary for grain refinement.

It was shown by tEBSD that the grain size is in the submicrometer region
already after 4 h of milling. The grain size is comparable to CP Ti prepared by
bulk SPD methods, such as ECAP [60] and HPT [61]. It is slightly larger than
that observed in [44, 45], but the contamination by O and N was also higher,
acting as a stabilizer for the microstructure. Since the size of smaller equiaxed
grains was not further reduced by more intensive milling (SS-4 vs. SS-8 and WC-
3), it is assumed that these grains has reached the dynamic equilibrium between
recovery, recrystallization and deformation as explained in [26].

The mechanism of texture formation can be explained by repetitive plastic
deformation. Each impact of balls is a combination of shear and compression.
At the beginning, the particle is spherical and the direction of a first impact
is completely arbitrary (Fig. 4.7a). However, as the milling continues, particles
are flattened and the probability of impact at the large, flat surface (Fig. 4.7b) is
greater. If the balls and particle were aligned, the deformation would be purely by
compression. However, the impact is typically “off-axis” (as shown in the Fig. 4.7)
and both the shear and compression deformation act on the particle.

(a) spherical particle, early stage of milling (b) flat particle, late stage of milling

Figure 4.7: Impact of milling balls in early and late stage of milling. Compression
(red) and shear (green) stresses are shown. Black arrows show ball trajectories. Ball
and particle sizes are not drawn in scale.

The texture of powder particles is similar to rolling texture in Ti [11, 62].
This can be observed especially in the Fig. 4.3b (cf. Fig. 1.3). However, in the
case of milling, neither rolling direction (RD), nor transverse direction (TD) are
defined. Only normal direction (ND), which corresponds to the particle plane
normal (denoted as A1 in the measured pole figures). As a result of impacts
from random directions, but with the shear limited to the particle plane, the
texture consists of (0001) poles arranged in a cone tilted by 30◦ from the particle
normal (A1 in the PFs in Fig. 4.4c and Figs. 4.5d to 4.5e). This is similar to
multi-directional rolling, when the sheet is rotated between passes. The texture
seems to be strongest in the least milled sample SS-4. This could be caused by
different size of the scanned area in the SS-4 sample—the small area (Fig. 4.3a)
may contain the microstructure of the region deformed by a single impact, while
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the larger ones (Fig. 4.4b and Figs. 4.5b to 4.5c) provide better statistics and can
contain multiple of such regions, each with different orientation.

The SS-8 sample was selected as a representative one for the subsequent sin-
tering. Other powders were also sintered, including the as-received gas atomized
powder, but only individual results are used and discussed here.
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4.2 SPS compaction of CP Ti
Consolidation of the SS-8 sample was done in collaboration with TU Bergakade-
mie Freiberg by Dr. Hanka Becker. The grain size and porosity measurements,
as well as XRD analysis was also performed there as a part of student’s work by
Max Hoppe.

The following sintering program was chosen for SPS of SS-8 powder sample
(also shown in the Fig. 4.8): the powder was pre-loaded with pressure of 25 MPa
and heated up to 450 ◦C with the heating rate of 100 K/min. At 450 ◦C, 1 min
temperature dwell was accompanied by the increase of pressure to 80 MPa. The
heating continued at 100 K/min up to the sintering temperature TS, where the
sample was held for the time tS. The cooling was uncontrolled (the initial cooling
rate was approx. 200 K/min).

Figure 4.8: Sintering program plotted for 6 min and 600 ◦C. The dwell time tS and
temperature TS were varied and their influence on sintered sample properties was stud-
ied.

Sintering temperatures were selected in the range between the reported mini-
mum temperature for sintering of CP Ti [35], i.e. 480 ◦C and β-transus at 882 ◦C
with 100 K steps.

Table 4.4: The scheme of sintering parameters (time and temperatures) used

500 ◦C 600 ◦C 700 ◦C 800 ◦C

1 min X X
3 min X X X X
6 min X X X X
10 min X X
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4.2.1 Porosity and grain size
For many structural applications, porosity is an important factor influencing both
the strength and the fracture toughness. On the other hand, materials prepared
by powder metallurgy inherently suffer from the porosity as they are consolidated
from individual particles.

The results of porosity and grain size analysis (measured by SEM image anal-
ysis, chord length method was used for grain size measurement) are plotted in
the Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: The relationship between porosity and grain size. Different sintering tem-
peratures are denoted by different colors, the numbers indicate the sintering time. Data
provided by Max Hoppe & Hanka Becker, TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

The horizontal axis of the Fig. 4.9 shows the gradual decrease of porosity
with increasing sintering temperature and time. High porosity at low tempera-
tures (especially at 500 ◦C) is caused by very slow diffusion resulting in improper
sintering. In the sample sintered 6 min at 700 ◦C, the porosity below 1 % was
reached, which is usually taken as a limit for sufficiently sintered material. At
800 ◦C, the differences between different dwell times are within the experimental
error. This residual porosity, which is not further reduced by prolonged sintering,
can be caused by small gas bubbles, which cannot diffuse out of pores into the
material leaving the pores open.

As can be seen in the Fig. 4.9, the grain size also strongly depends on sintering
conditions—as the temperature and dwell time rises, the grain size increases. The
sintered material remains ultra-fine grained (with grains < 1 µm) only at 500 ◦C,
when the grain growth is slow. The mean grain size is the same (within the
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experimental error) for all sintering times at individual temperatures (with an
exception of 1 min at 600 ◦C).

The trade-off relationship between the grain size and the porosity was re-
vealed. It is not possible to prepare commercially pure Ti, which is fully dense
and ultra-fine grained at the same time; the grain growth is too fast at temper-
atures needed for achieving a compact material, with only few obstacles for the
movement of grain boundaries, causing the loss of stability of the UFG structure.

4.2.2 Contamination
CGHE was employed to monitor the possible contamination during sintering. The
content of H, N and O was measured. Despite the sintering is done in vacuum,
there can be some additional contamination present as a result of gas pick-up
at high temperatures. Since c lattice parameter is sensitive to interstitial oxygen
content [63], XRD analysis was also performed to investigate its evolution in the
sintered samples.

Figure 4.10: Correlation of oxygen content and c lattice parameter in sintered samples.
Numbers denote sintering time in minutes, dotted lines show O content and c param-
eter in the milled SS-8 powder. Data provided by Max Hoppe & Hanka Becker, TU
Bergakademie Freiberg.

The data for oxygen concentration can be found in two graphs: Fig. 4.10
shows the correlation of oxygen content and c lattice parameter, while Fig. 4.11
shows correlation of porosity and oxygen content. The oxygen content is strongly
dependent on sintering conditions.

The oxygen content is unsurprisingly higher in all the sintered samples than
in the milled SS-8 powder (0.39 wt.%, shown in the graphs as a dashed line). The
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Figure 4.11: Correlation of sample porosity and oxygen content in sintered samples.
Numbers denote sintering time in minutes, dotted line shows O content in the powder.
Data provided by Max Hoppe & Hanka Becker, TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

oxygen content of the unmilled powder sintered at 750 ◦C for 3 min is 0.17 wt.%,
so the O pick-up during sintering is not strong (the initial gas atomized powder
had 0.14 wt.%of oxygen—see the Table 4.3), showing only 0.03 wt.% increase.

The most interesting finding is that oxygen content is the highest for the sam-
ple sintered at 500 ◦C for 3 min (Figs. 4.10 and 4.11) and decreases with increasing
sintering temperature and time up to 600 ◦C, with minimum at 700 ◦C, 3 min.
At 800 ◦C, the oxygen level is increasing again. This behavior is surprising—it
is generally expected that the higher the temperature is, the faster and more
intensive the pick-up is.

In the plot of oxygen content against c lattice parameter (Fig. 4.10), we can
observe an unusual negative correlation. The c lattice parameter monotonically
increases with increasing temperature and also with the dwell time (only up to
600 ◦C). This indicates some kind of oxygen pick-up and lattice elongation in
⟨0001⟩ direction. On the other hand, increasing c is accompanied by decrease in
total oxygen content measured by CGHE.

In the plot of oxygen content against porosity, the positive correlation can be
observed for temperatures up to 600 ◦C, while the dependency is not observed for
temperatures of 700 ◦C and higher.

Nitrogen and hydrogen content were independent of sintering conditions.
The traces of nitrogen were no longer detectable, the hydrogen content was
0.012(2) wt.%, which is the same level as in the powder sample. Also the a lattice
parameter was constant and independent of sintering conditions.
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4.2.3 Microhardness
The microhardness was measured to estimate the influence of sintering parameters
on mechanical properties. In order to check the homogeneity and isotropy of
the sintered samples, mapping was performed in two perpendicular planes. The
quarter-circle was cut from the SPS samples and polished on a horizontal and
vertical plane, as shown in the Fig. 4.12). The respective measured maps are
shown in the Figs. 4.13 to 4.14, the mean values for each sample and plane are
plotted in the Fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.12: Orientation of the planes for microhardness measurements within sintered
samples

The microhardness increases with increasing temperature and time in both
measured planes. The inhomogeneity in the sintered samples can be observed
near edges for samples sintered at 600 ◦C for 1 and 3 min. This is an effect of dif-
ferent sintering temperatures in the sample center near the edge [64], which leads
to different amount of porosity. Several points with exceedingly high or low mi-
crohardness were found. This can be caused by harder inclusions/contamination
or hitting the large pore, respectively. The heterogeneity of microhardness de-
creases with increasing temperature. The sintered samples are homogeneous with
no macroscopic inhomogeneities at 800 ◦C.

For comparison, the microhardness of unmilled powder sintered at 750 ◦C for
3 min (1 % of porosity, 0.17 wt.% of oxygen) was also determined, being 186 HV
[42] (also shown in the Fig. 4.15). The increase in microhardness of the milled
fully dense sample when compared to the unmilled one is caused by solution
strengthening by high oxygen content. There is an empirical model by Ogden
and Jaffe [65], calculating the Vickers hardness of CP Ti from the concentration
of C, N and O:

HV = 65 + 310
√

2
3cC + 2cN + cO, (4.1)

where cX is the weight concentration of the particular element X. Substituting
the measured concentration for the samples sintered at 700 and 800 ◦C (cO =
0.40 wt.%, the differences between samples are insignificant), the hardness of
273 HV is estimated (shown in the Fig. 4.15) A good correlation with experi-
mental data for the hardness in horizontal plane Fig. 4.15 was found. At lower
temperatures, this effect is overcome by the porosity.
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Figure 4.13: Microhardness maps in vertical plane. All distances are in mm, orientation corresponds to the diagram (0 mm = sample center).
Several points were omitted due to measurement errors near the specimen edge.
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Figure 4.14: Microhardness maps in horizontal plane. All distances are in mm. Several
points were omitted due to measurement errors near the specimen edge.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of an average microhardness in different planes. The line at
273 HV denotes the value calculated according to the model [65], explained in the text
(Eq. (4.1)). The microhardness of unmilled powder sintered at 750 ◦C for 3 min with
1 % of porosity is also shown for comparison.

The average microhardness gradually increases as the sintering temperature
increases and porosity decreases. It is assumed that the porosity is the main
softening factor in the case of titanium powder sintering. It can be seen that
500 ◦C is not sufficient, the microhardness is even lower than that of unmilled and
sintered CP Ti with lower oxygen content. At 600 ◦C, the increasing hardness can
be observed with longer sintering time. The hardness is saturated at temperatures
of 700 ◦C and higher.

Moreover, there is a significant anisotropy in the microhardness of the samples
700 ◦C and higher. The difference is becoming stronger for the denser samples,
exceeding 20 HV. Since the milled powder is textured, EBSD was performed on
the four selected samples (700 and 800 ◦C for 3 and 6 min) to check the possible
texture in the bulk material.

As a concluding remark, is should be noted that compression deformation is
dominant in microhardness measurements. Because of this, the pores are being
compressed and closed by the indentation. If tensile tests were used, the adverse
effect of porosity can by significantly larger, especially for the material ductility.

4.2.4 Microstructure
The EBSD mapping revealed fully recrystallized microstructure with equiaxed
grains (Fig. 4.16). This is consistent with the recrystallization temperature of
500 ◦C observed by [20].

The texture observed in the material (pole figures in the Fig. 4.16) is axially
symmetrical along the A1 axis (corresponding with the SPS compression axis).
The texture is not very strong (maximum texture index is approx. 3), but its
appearance is constant for all samples. XRD diffraction pattern (not shown here)
showed that the texture is present in the whole sample and that it is not only a
local feature of the selected scanned area. There is a distinct cone of (0001) poles
around A1 tilted approx. 30◦ from the axis. This is surprisingly similar to the
texture observed in powders (Figs. 4.4c, 4.5d and 4.5e).
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(a) 700 ◦C for 3 min, max. texture 2.724 (b) 800 ◦C for 3 min, max. texture 3.669

(c) 700 ◦C for 6 min, max. texture 2.917 (d) 800 ◦C for 6 min, max. texture 3.207

Figure 4.16: IPF maps and pole figures of the selected sintered samples. Scanned area
400 µm × 400 µm with step size 500 nm. HAGB are marked with black lines. Scan was
performed in a vertical plane.
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4.2.5 Discussion
Stability of UFG structure

The refined microstructure after milling has evolved to recrystallized microstruc-
ture during sintering. After the recrystallization, grains coarsen by grain growth
and the final size is dependent on the sintering time and temperature. The sim-
ilar grain growth was also observed in CP Ti processed by ECAP followed by
annealing in [20]. The recrystallization and grain growth are fast in unalloyed
titanium because only a small number of obstacles (solute atoms, other phases)
is present; it is therefore not possible to preserve the microstructure solely by fast
sintering by SPS. For severely plastically deformed Ti alloys, such as cryomilled
and sintered Ti-15Mo [66] or ECAPed Ti-6Al-7Nb [20], the UFG microstructure
was present even after sintering or annealing.

Texture evolution during sintering

The transfer of texture from the powder to a bulk sample can be explained by
packing of flat particles, when the SPS die is filled before sintering. Since the
particles are flat, they are preferentially oriented in the “landscape” position and
the texture of a green body is not random. The rotation along particle normal (A1
axis) is arbitrary, therefore the texture of the green body is axially symmetrical
along this axis.

Figure 4.17: The comparison of powder and bulk texture: SS-8 powder sample (left)
and 700 ◦C / 6 min (right). The cone around A1 axis tilted approx. by 30◦ is indicated.

Minor deflections of the texture (most visible in the Fig. 4.16a) can be ex-
plained by non-ideal packing of powder particles—they are not aligned perfectly
horizontally.

To our knowledge, this is the first study of the texture in cryomilled and
SPSed titanium. Continuous static recrystallization is the dominant process, fol-
lowed by the grain growth. Its continuity can be deduced from the texture, which
was retained in the recrystallized material, suggesting that original small grains
has grown by grain boundary migration. Discontinuous recrystallization would
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manifest itself by a nucleation of randomly oriented grains [14], changing the tex-
ture. This behavior was documented for example on hot-extruded AZ31 Mg alloy
[67].

Recently, a very similar observation of texture evolution was made for cry-
omilled and sintered Mg [68]. Since the deformation modes in magnesium are
different (basal slip is a dominant deformation mechanism), this material has a
strong basal texture (which is a characteristic rolling texture for magnesium). A
graphical explanation is shown in the Fig. 4.18.

(a) rolling texture in Mg (il-
lustration)

(b) rolling texture in Ti and its hypothetic rotation
along ND (illustration)

(c) experimentally observed
texture in cryomilled and sin-
tered Mg—(0001) PF [68]

(d) experimentally observed texture in cryomilled and
sintered Ti—(0001) pole figure (this work)

Figure 4.18: The schematics of the rolling texture (top) with the experimental data
from cryomilled and SPSed materials (bottom). Illustration for Ti shows the observed
rolling texture and its appearance, when rotated along ND, as during packing of par-
ticles into the die before sintering.

Strengthening and softening during SPS

Since the grains are not very fine, the Hall-Petch strengthening plays only a neg-
ligible role in material strengthening when compared to other factors, such as
porosity, oxygen content and texture. High oxygen content is a major hardening
mechanism (by interstitial solute strengthening), increasing the maximum hard-
ness to approx. 250 HV and 270 HV in vertical and horizontal plane, respectively.
In the bimodal material (blend of 70 wt.% cryomilled and 30 wt.% unmilled pow-
der), microhardness of 237–250 HV was reported [47].
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Porosity is the strongest softening factor manifesting itself especially at lower
sintering temperatures. Its effect is significantly stronger than that of Hall-Petch
strengthening; it is more important to reduce the porosity than to preserve the
small grain size in the sintered material. The microhardness is homogeneous,
slight inhomogeneities were only found near the sample edge after sintering at
intermediate temperatures. This is an instrumental effect of lower temperature
near the edge, which is caused by inhomogeneous current distribution and heat
generation in the SPS setup [69].

Microhardness anisotropy

The anisotropy of measured microhardness can be explained by the texture. It
was reported that high purity Ti which was subjected to cold rolling developed
similar texture (not axially symmetrical) [70]. During compression tests, signifi-
cant anisotropy was found in the material—the yield strength in ND (243 MPa)
was almost two times higher than in the RD or TD (112 MPa and 144 MPa, re-
spectively). This was explained by the activation of different slip systems and
different Schmid factors (Fig. 4.19).

Figure 4.19: The dependence of Schmid factor for pure Ti on the mutual orientation
of lattice and loading axis [70]. The green line and area were added to denote an
approximate orientation (or range) for the two loading directions during microhardness
measurements in this work.

For the deformation in the vertical plane, prismatic slip with lower CRSS is
more easily activated (having higher Schmid factor) and therefore lower stress
is needed for the deformation. The relative difference in our case is much lower
than observed in the [70], because oxygen is the main strengthening factor in this
case, increasing hardness independently of the texture. Moreover, the texture
observed in this study is significantly lower (max. texture index of 8, compared
to 3 in our work). Also note that Vickers hardness indentation is not a pure
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compression deformation, so the texture effect will be further reduced. Alternative
mechanisms, such as inhomogeneously distributed oxygen or porosity could also
lead to different mechanical response in different directions. Further experiments
would be necessary to distinguish between these effects.

The anisotropy was not observed at low temperatures (500 and 600 ◦C), be-
cause the effect was covered by high porosity.

Oxygen pick-up during sintering

In order to explain the unusual behavior of oxygen content and c lattice parameter
(Fig. 4.10) with increasing sintering temperature, the diffusion of oxygen into the
matrix should be taken into account.

1. After milling, the majority of oxygen is present in the oxygen-rich surface
and subsurface layer in powder particles. Because of the low temperatures,
the diffusion is limited and particle interior has lower concentration than
its surface. The oxygen-rich volume is not sufficiently thick to be visible
by XRD and the strongest diffraction occurs in the particle interior, where
the oxygen content and thus the c parameter are low. The oxygen in the
subsurface layer is simply not visible for XRD. However, CGHE measures
total oxygen content in both particle interior and surface (cf. Fig. 4.20a).

2. During sintering at low temperatures, oxygen partially diffuses from the
surface into the matrix, more interstitial sites are occupied and c parameter
increases, which shifts the position of the XRD peak (the asymmetry of
peak broadening is not visible because of the low total oxygen concentra-
tion). Similar diffusion of nitrogen with asymmetric peak broadening was
observed earlier [71] for milled powders with N concentration up to 2.9 wt.%.
The diffusion length for oxygen diffusion is from 10 nm for 3 min at 500 ◦C

(a) as-milled powder with high oxygen content on surface

(b) sample sintered at low temperatures
with high porosity and medium oxygen
content in the interior

(c) sample sintered at high temperatures
with low porosity and high internal oxygen
content

Figure 4.20: Oxygen content (red color) and its distribution inside the material after
three processing steps
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to 250 nm for 10 min at 600 ◦C [72] (shown in the Fig. 4.20b). During sinter-
ing, the inner pore surfaces (former particle surfaces) and subsurface layer
are “baked out” of oxygen and impurities and a clean surface remains. The
samples needed for CGHE are usually several mm3 large, so with such high
residual porosity, all the pores in such small volume can be connected (open
porosity) and exposed to air. The oxygen can then adsorb on the fresh sur-
faces, causing an increase of its total content. This explains the correlation
of oxygen with porosity at low temperatures shown in the Fig. 4.11.

3. At higher temperatures, the diffusion is faster and the diffusion length
greater. It can reach 2.5 µm for 10 min at 800 ◦C [72], which is approxi-
mately half of the particle thickness. The oxygen content is high and more
homogeneous (Fig. 4.20c) in the large volume of a material in the parti-
cle interior, which leads to larger c parameter measured by XRD. The low
porosity and closed pores do not allow additional oxygen pick-up after the
sintering is completed. The increase of oxygen content between 700 ◦C and
800 ◦C can be explained by conventional thermal pick-up at higher temper-
atures during sintering.
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4.3 SPS compaction of CP Ti stabilized by Y2O3

In this chapter, several improvements of the milling and sintering process are
suggested with the aim of preserving the ultra-fine grained microstructure in the
bulk material.

Milling

The milling was performed with an addition of 1 wt.% Y2O3 nanoparticles (30–
50 nm in diameter). These nanoparticles can help to reduce the particle size during
milling [22] and can serve as obstacles for grain boundary movement at high
temperatures during sintering. The amount of Y2O3 was purposely selected to
provide homogeneous distribution with the average distance of several hundreds
of nanometers. The milling was performed for 4 hours with SS balls, as the effect
of longer time and heavier balls on the microstructure was only weak (see the
Section 4.1.2). The amount of SA was reduced to 0.5 wt.% (it was proved to be
sufficient) and the demanding subsequent cleaning of powder could be abandoned.
This sample is denoted as SS-4-1Y.

As a reference, the second batch of powder was milled at the same conditions,
but without Y2O3 (sample SS-4-0Y).

Sintering

The sintering was performed in collaboration with Department of Material Engi-
neering, Institute of Plasma Physics of Czech Academy of Sciences.

In order to maximize the efficiency of sintering, an alternative, fast, sintering
program was suggested. Sintering at 600 ◦C and below was found to be ineffective
(see Section 4.2.5), therefore temperatures from 700 ◦C to 850 ◦C with 50 K step
were selected. Very high heating rate (630 to 780 K/min) was used to heat the
sample to the temperature 50 K below the sintering temperature TS in one minute,
shown as a first segment in the Fig. 4.21. This was followed by 30 s heating at
100 K/min to the temperature TS (to avoid the overshooting of TS)—the second
segment in the Fig. 4.21. The overall process scheme is shown in the Fig. 4.21,
along with the comparison with the “slow” process. The pressure of 80 MPa was
applied before the heating started and released 3 min after the cooling starts (at
the temperature of approx. 400 ◦C).

Table 4.5: The scheme of sintering parameters (time and temperatures) used for sam-
ples SS-4-0Y and SS-4-1Y

700 ◦C 750 ◦C 800 ◦C 850 ◦C

1 min X X
3 min X X X X
6 min X X

The aim of this procedure is to minimize the exposure of the specimen to
high temperatures and to limit the grain growth (the grain growth occurs from
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Figure 4.21: The comparison of the slow and fast sintering program; in this case for
3 min sintering at 700 ◦C

500 ◦C, which is still insufficient for sintering), while the pressure is applied for
maximum time enhance the sintering. This concept was successfully tested on a
dummy sample to benchmark the machine capabilities.

4.3.1 Powders
The SEM images of the milled powder (Fig. 4.22) did not show any influence
of Y2O3 on particle size and morphology. As in the previous milling, particles
have flat or disc-shaped morphology. There is a slight increase in fraction of
fragmented particles when compared to the previous SS-4 milling. This can be
caused by smaller amount of SA used and corresponding increase of attrition
forces (the particles are not lubricated as much).

EDS was performed on particle cross-sections. Only pure Ti was revealed in
SS-4-0Y sample, yttrium was detected in SS-4-1Y, proving that the nanoparticles
were not lost during the process. The EDS mapping was done at SS-4-1Y to
determine the distribution of Y2O3 (Fig. 4.23).

It was found that Y2O3 is present only at particle surface and no Y2O3 was
incorporated into the particle interior. This is attributed to several factors—
the nature of deformation during attritor milling is predominantly shear, not
the compression, which is not beneficial for mechanical alloying. Moreover, the
cold-welding must be limited by SA to provide sufficient material yield. Low
temperatures may also influence the suppression of cold-welding. In the absence
of cold-welding, the material cannot be properly mechanically alloyed. On the
other hand, the fragmentation is not sufficient to have small particles comparable
to the size of the desired grains (in a submicron range).
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(a) SS-4 powder (previous section)

(b) SS-4-0Y powder (c) SS-4-1Y powder

Figure 4.22: Comparison of powders milled with or without Y2O3 and the powder
SS-4 (described in the previous section)

Figure 4.23: Cross-section view of SS-4-1Y powder particles with a micrograph of the
detail and corresponding Y content map
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The cryogenic attritor milling is not a suitable method for mechanical alloying.
Nevertheless, the powders were sintered to investigate the influence of Y2O3 on
the microstructure and microhardness.

4.3.2 Microstructure after sintering
The Fig. 4.24 shows a detail of a sintered SS-4-1Y sample. Packing of flat particles
resulted in arrangement of parallel layers containing Y2O3 nanoparticles (visible
as lines in the Fig. 4.24) at the former particle boundaries (yellow arrows), also
decorated with small chains of pores (black arrows). The particles remained stable
during sintering, no decomposition or dissolution into the matrix was observed
(the blurred appearance of the Y map is a result of large interaction volume for
X-ray at 20 kV).

Figure 4.24: EDS map of the SS-4-1Y powder sintered at 700 ◦C for 3 min. Yellow
arrows indicate former particle boundaries decorated by Y2O3, black arrows denote
pores. The bright lines between them are polishing artifacts.

The Fig. 4.25 shows the microstructure of samples sintered with or without
Y2O3 for the selected sintering conditions. The layer of nanoparticles, visible in
the Figs. 4.25c and 4.25d effectively blocked not only grain growth, but also the
sintering itself, which is manifested by increased amount of porosity along former
particle boundaries. The grains in the samples sintered from the SS-4-1Y powder
typically span across the former particle and their size is limited by the particle
thickness (the distance between two Y2O3 layers). On the other hand, the samples
made from SS-4-0Y powder (Figs. 4.25a and 4.25b) contain equiaxed grains with
the size dependent on the sintering temperature.

The effect of Y2O3 can be also observed in the Fig. 4.26. The overall porosity
is higher in SS-4-1Y (filled symbols) than in SS-4-0Y samples (empty symbols),
when the same sintering conditions are compared. This is caused by Y2O3 at the
particle surface, which suppresses the sintering process. The trade-off relationship
between the porosity and the grain size is observed only for samples sintered
from SS-4-0Y. The grain size is not increasing for samples from SS-4-1Y and
corresponds to the particle thickness (≈ 3 µm).
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(a) 700 ◦C, 3 min, without Y2O3 (b) 850 ◦C, 3 min, without Y2O3

(c) 700 ◦C, 3 min, with Y2O3 (d) 850 ◦C, 3 min, with Y2O3

Figure 4.25: The comparison of bulk microstructure with or without Y2O3. The Y2O3
layers are denoted by yellow arrows. The network of brighter lines is an artifact from
ion polishing of porous samples. The images were post-processed to enhance the grain
contrast. Red arrows indicate β-Ti stabilized by Fe, a common impurity in titanium.

4.3.3 Microhardness
Microhardness was measured in the same plane used for the microstructural in-
vestigations (vertical plane)—twenty indents were made for each sample. Homo-
geneous microhardness (within the experimental error) was found even at the
700 ◦C / 3 min specimens (the lowest temperature and shortest time). The data
are plotted against porosity and shown in the Fig. 4.27.

The microhardness SS-4-1Y samples is higher than that of SS-4-0Y sample.
The difference is approx. 20 HV for the fully dense samples sintered at 850 ◦C
(Fig. 4.27), which is the result of a hardening effect of yttria nanoparticles. Poros-
ity and hardness of SS-4-1Y samples are negatively correlated, similarly to the
previous chapter—porosity is the main factor influencing the mechanical proper-
ties.

The microhardness of SS-4-0Y sample is not changing (within the measure-
ment error) among the various sintering conditions. This is consistent with the
fact that also porosity is almost constant and the grain size is not changing sig-
nificantly (Fig. 4.26) to make a difference by Hall-Petch strengthening.
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Figure 4.26: The porosity vs. grain size plot, showing the different behavior at high
temperatures. Numbers denote sintering time in minutes. The error bars are not drawn
to increase the graph readability, the magnitude of error bars for grain size is approx.
1–2 µm, for porosity approx. 20 % of the value.

4.3.4 Discussion
The cryogenic milling was optimized by reducing the amount of SA needed for
cold-welding suppression. This allowed to abandon the demanding cleaning pro-
cess. Despite the reduction of SA amount, the particle size was not reduced (as
seen in the Fig. 4.22).

The fast sintering was shown to be a viable alternative, fully utilizing the
capabilities of SPS for sintering at high heating rate [31]. No problems were
encountered with the sintering (e.g. microstructural inhomogeneities, exceedingly
high porosity, problems with the furnace). The fast method can therefore lead
the preparation of material with similar properties in significantly shorter time,
optimizing thus the instrument usage.

The desired effect of alloying Ti with yttria nanoparticles to stabilize the mi-
crostructure was achieved only partially. The nanoparticles were thermally stable
during sintering, which confirmed the earlier results by [51, 52]. The general con-
cept was proven to be effective, suppressing the grain growth when compared to
pure Ti, but several difficulties and side effects were observed:

• The very basic problem is the inhomogeneous distribution of Y2O3 in Ti.
This is caused by insufficient mechanical alloying, which could be improved
by two different ways:
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Figure 4.27: The relationship between the porosity and Vickers hardness. Numbers
denote the sintering time in minutes.

– Using another type of mill instead of an attritor (e.g. a planetary ball
mill), where the main deformation mechanism (compression) is more
favorable for alloying. Low temperatures may also not be beneficial in
this case.

– Increase the milling duration with the current equipment to reduce
particle size. The Y2O3 will still be present only at the surface, but
with smaller particles, smaller grains will be obtained. It is however
unclear, if it is possible to reduce the particle size of ductile and tough
Ti to such level.

• Sintering can be problematic at locations with larger amount of Y2O3, which
can limit the diffusion. This results in an increased porosity in comparison
with identically prepared material without Y2O3. High porosity then has
an adverse effect on mechanical properties of the material.

The microhardness was found to be higher with Y2O3 than for samples without
Y2O3, in agreement with the results obtained in [49]. This effect can be attributed
to the Orowan strengthening by Y2O3 nanoparticles.
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Conclusion
In the present work, the microstructure and mechanical properties after cryogenic
milling and spark plasma sintering were investigated. On top of the original ob-
jectives, texture development was observed in both milled and sintered samples.
The significant part of the work therefore focused on the formation and evolution
of texture.

The main results of the thesis can be summarized as follows:

• During cryogenic attritor milling, the particle morphology is changed sig-
nificantly from spherical to flat disc-shaped particles. Significant reduction
of particle size was not observed. However, the particle size reduction is
not necessary for refining the internal microstructure to grain size below
100 nm.

• Texture is formed in the milled powders, resembling the rolling texture in
titanium. The deformation mechanisms of rolling and milling are similar—
in-plane shear accompanied by a compression along the plane normal.

• The trade-off relationship between the porosity and the grain size was iden-
tified for SPS of commercially pure titanium. Since the porosity has more
significant effect on the mechanical properties of the sample, the primary
effort should be put into its reduction to reasonable level. Minimum temper-
ature usable for the spark plasma sintering of titanium is 700 ◦C at 80 MPa.

• Porosity is an important factor in the sintered samples, influencing not
only mechanical propertied, but indirectly also the oxygen content. The
contamination by oxygen during milling and its diffusion into the matrix
during sintering is identified as the main hardening mechanism.

• Microhardness is homogeneous across the sample, with an exception of
the softer edges after sintering at intermediate temperatures. Hardness
anisotropy was identified between vertical and horizontal direction, which
may be caused by the material texture.

• The texture of a sintered material is a direct consequence of the powder
texture and morphology, caused preferably by packing of flat particles and
replication of single particle texture (except for particle rotations along its
normal). The resulting texture is axially symmetrical along the vertical (SPS
compression) axis. Similar texture was observed for magnesium prepared by
the same process.

• Mechanical alloying of titanium with yttria nanoparticles and fast sintering
program was suggested for preserving the UFG microstructure in the bulk
sample. New material was prepared according to these suggestions as a
proof of concept.
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• Cryogenic milling and SPS processing conditions were improved. Fast sin-
tering seems to be a viable alternative with similar material produced, its
main advantage being the reduction of the process time.

• Y2O3 nanoparticles are stable during sintering suppressed the grain growth.
However, mechanical alloying by cryogenic attrition milling is not a suitable
method for preparation of material, because it does not produce homoge-
neous distribution of nanoparticles within the matrix. This has adverse
effect on the sintering, increasing the porosity of the bulk material.

As a natural continuation of this work, one of the suggested alternative meth-
ods for preparation of Ti + Y2O3 nanocomposite (milling in a different type of
mill or increasing the milling time) should be investigated. The acceptable level of
porosity for different mechanical properties (e.g. tensile and compression strength,
fracture toughness) should be also determined.
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List of abbreviations
BPR ball-to-powder ratio
BSE back-scattered electrons
CGHE carrier gas hot extraction
CP Ti commercially pure titanium
CRSS critical resolved shear stress
DRX dynamic recrystallization
EBSD electron back-scattered diffraction
EDS/EDX energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
FEG field emission gun
FIB focused ion beam
GB grain boundary
GIS gas injection system
HAGB high-angle grain boundary
HV Vickers microhardness
IPF inverse pole figure
LAGB low-angle grain boundary
LAr liquid argon
LN liquid nitrogen
ND normal direction
PF pole figure
PCA process control agent
RD rolling direction
RSS resolved shear stress
RX recrystallization
SA stearic acid
SE secondary electrons
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SPS/FAST spark plasma sintering / field-assisted sintering technology
SRX static recrystallization
SS stainless steel
TD transversal direction
tEBSD/TKD transmission electron back-scattered diffraction / transmission

Kikuchi diffraction
TEM transmission electron microscopy
UFG ultra-fine grained
UTS ultimate tensile strength
WC tungsten carbide
XRD X-ray diffraction
YS yield strength
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